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Growth: Mechanization, Scale and Labor Force Absorption 
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* 

In a ten-minute discussion pape~ about all that one can do is 

throw out a few ideas in a hopefully stimulating way as a basis for 

joining the issues and engendering a true workshop or seminar atmosphere. 

Let me therefore focus the discussion in the following way., Let's 

assume that there will in fact·be a Green Revolution, although Falcon's 

paper suggests that we are a long way from having a generalized process 

under way, and inquire, in the context of economic growth, what the 

implications are in terms of mechanization, scale, and labor force 

absorption. We will take ~he essence of the Green Revolution to be 

the development of new, improved varieties whose primary characteristic 

is th~t they have a greater response to the application of fertilizer.11 

The consequence of the new varieties and the increased use of, fertilizer 

is a rather•substantial increase in output in a relatively short period 

of time .. 

In the context of my assignment, let me make the following three 

propositions: 
l •• ,\ 1 ,, 

*''' ,·presented at the Annual Meetings of the American Agricultural Economics 
Association, Columbia, Missouri, August 9-12, 1970. 

-k'k Professor of Agricultural Economics,(l_tg;due University and Program 
i'' Advisor. in Ag'rfculture, The Ford 'Foundation. , ' 

l / Th· · d · · ;..d 1· ' d f. . . b i d f · 1 . - , ,_ , 1.s"1s a m1.tt.d y a narrow" e 1.n1.t1.on, ut t oes ac1. 1.tate a 
narrowing of the discussion. 

J'··1;•'1 ,ll/,"(',l',,l ,L~•l \il' 

j •· l ll j 
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1. '.!'hat for the most part this technical change will be neutral with 
respect to mechanization; 

2. That in and of itself it will tend to be neutral with respect to 
scale; 

,--· 

.3. That it will create major problems in terms of labor absorption and 
labor adjustment. In this aspect may·well be the true r.evolution · 
of the Green Revolution. 

, Now, .let '-s consider each of these pttopositions in more detail. 

Hayami and Ruttan, in ar.1: un~ubli.;hed manuscript,1/ have.presented 
'· 

' . 
a very helpful way of thinking about technical change in agriculture .. 

They argue that we have had essentially two kinds ortypes of technical 

innovation. On the one hand there has been a biological innovation 

·process associated ~ith the development of improved varieties. The 

essence of this kind- of teph\nical change is that it has mad'7 possible 

or facilitated the substitution of fertilizer for land. 

· The new ~a.:rietie~ are not inherently higher yielding in and of 

themselves,. To the. coritrary, under "natural'' conditions .they yield no 

, more than local or indigenous varieties,. What is unique about the, 

improved varieties is that they respond to the application of fertilizer. 

With increased- applications of fertilizer, theirryields go,up rather 
. . ) . 

significantly, while the loca; varieties either produce the same yield 

or actually experience a decline in ·yield. Hence, what the new 
l:. ·, 

· ·varieties really do is facilitate the substitution of fertilizer for,, 

land which results in an increase in the productivity of land, and in 
' '' ,~ 

turn economizes the land resource. 

The second kind or type of technical change involves the process , 

of. mechanical innovation. · Interestingly enough, this class of technical 

l) Yuj iro. Hayam(and Vernon W. Ruttan,· Resources, Technology and Agri
cultural Development: An International Perspective,University of 
Minnesota, St._ Paul, June· 1970 (mimeographed). 
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changes has certain characteristics that make it similar in many respects 
) ' 

to t-he new varieties. The essence of the mechanica-1 technol~gy is that 

it facilitates the substitution of land for1labor, and results in an 

econ,omizing in the use.of labor by making it more productive~ 

The two kinds of technical change have been directed 
I 

towards two 

kinds of resource rigidities-or resource supply inelasticities. One 

has been directed towards the inelasticity o_f supply response for land, 

and the other towards-the inelast'icity of supply response for labor. 

· Which kind of t'echnicaL change a country e~periences is determined by 

its relative factor 'endowm~nt, or by the relative supply price of 

the inputs. 

What is important from our standpoint is that the two 'kinds of.· 

technical change can and do proceed somewhat independeiitl;y of each other. 

The best examples of this phenomenon are the respe~tive experiences 

of Ja-pan and the u.s~ Japan has been a land-scar.ce but labor-abundant 
' ;, 

economy. As a result the ttechnical change for a long period of ti.me 

was of a biological .. nature, with new varieties; and increased use of 

fertilizer leading to higher yi:_elds. However, the increas.e in land 

productivity wa_s obtained with very little increase in labor productivity. 

In the U.S •. , the experience was just t,he reverse. · We were labor

.. scarce, but land-abundant •. The consequence was that for a lpng period 

of time our technical change was primarily mecl)anized in nature: More-

over, the productivity of labor increased while the productivity of 

land stayed about constant. 

That the nature hf the techni~al change in the two 'countries has 

changed in recent history .is only additional support for the hypothesis. 

\ 
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As industrialization proce~ded in-Japan and labor became scarce, a 

'. mechanization process started and, labor productivity started to rise. 

In the U.S., we became intere_sted in biological rei;;_earch only after 

the fron1ier' tlosed and· 1and _became relative_ly inelastic in supply. A$ 

the biological research has paid off, yields and hence lan~-- productivity 

have increased. 
j 

It is on the basis oftllese considerations that we postulated 
. -, 

~arlier that the seed-fertilizer~~yolution could be expected _t6,be 

neutral with respect to mechanization. However, there is a sense in 

which the improved varieties may facilitate mechanizati'on.> Suppose 
' . ' . 

-firms are experiencing internal or external capital ratio:11ing. The 

i,mproved varieties wh.ich have· a, higher yield potential may reduce both· 

the intern~l' and external capital rationing because of the potentially 

larger income stream which can be generated, at-least in the short run. 

This may be an incentive to iricre.ased mechanization, although in the 

' final ana-!ysis whether 'it 1does or not will depend. importantly on relative 

factor p-rice ratios. 
/ .· 

The scale n.eutrality of. the green revolution can be argued verr 

simply. Both t,he improved varieti1es and the fertilizer are perfectly 

divisible. ,Hence, we would not expect them in and of themselves to 

have a scale. effect. To the contrary, ·ali advanta'ge of· them is that they 

enable the productipn of a ~lar15er ~utput: without. enlarging the land. area. 

However,-.if the new seeds a1nd fertilizer reduce capi.t~l rationing, 

and price telatives are-such as-to epcourage mechanization, then·there 

. may well be some second order scale effects. 
I • • . 

The lumpiness or indivisibility 
. , . 

of tractors and, Il}achinery may produce some internal economies •. · ~T~is 

wil 1 be a second order effect, however, and not a d irec.t effect. , 
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There i$ another way: in ·which a scale ;effect;- ma:Y. be gerter,ated, / ' 

.. however. If .. tenure arrangements ~re. suffic_iently fl~xibi-e'. the rather . 

· large outpu,t e,ffects, may lead to changes· in share arrangements~ ,Such 

· qhangesm tb:emseives. can lead. to' recombinatfon of parc~_ls·· fnt-o ;arge. 

=·•. unit$, particularly iri the hands of the.more co~pete;nt and well~financed.' 
., . . ... - . . ..... " , . . . . . . . . . -- ' . ,· . 

. .. •·' 3/- . . . . . . ,'. . . ; . ·. · .. ' . ' ' ' . . ' ·. . ·. . · .. ·. . ·.. '. . . . 
· . Mellor- cite$ an example of this occurring_ .in. India, where landlqrds • 'i 

. . ~. . ' . ;' : - '· 

'evict tenants a'rtd resume cultivation in .order to reap~ t.he full benef'it.s 
.. '' . ' ~-. ' . .· •': ·: .... 

of the ·improved varieties. . . ~ . 
Cle~ity this can lead:to substantial i~ternal 

l' 
./· 

growth within the firm •. 

.J Findly, let me· turn to the Pf'O,blern of .la,~bor'.absorp,tio·n. The 
· .. ir 

. emphasis is on''.er~blem· ,:;_. b~cau"se that Is ~htit I, think i't is going to b_e. l 
' . . 

' . . 

.... ~any:analysts 1 sre no~ ·arguing, t_hat an advantage of ,the green ·revoluti'.oU. 

is that it is. going_.to alieviate the labor- abso:r]?tion p;-oblem present 

. in mos.t loll1 _income countries by ~reati_ng· empl()yment opp.ortt.inities in. 
·~ 

the.agricu.ltural sec~or. -A_good_ example of·this pos:itic:,n is presented• 

i_~ -~·.·recent' pape; by Joh~~tOil _and· Co-rvfojr iri the Anieri.can Econ.omit• 

Rev.iew., 

✓ ~I want to ~/rg~~.·:t'o the c~ntrary. ,• In my judgment a ··major consequence 
•\ . . 

. '~ the green revolutio~ is going. to be to create a serio~s problem of 
. . - . . ~ 

la bot absorption' and Yabor· adjustmeri,t in most undex-de~~loped 'countrie·s. 

Moreover, the. social .. and' politi.ca 1 consequences 'of _th, is- phenomenon will 
··. . •, .. . . _, ·-.· _· . . . .I 

. -

be_ so gre~t1 tha~ m~s~ CQuntries will have a diffi6ult time c<>~trolliijg 
.. --:--.. 

· ··•·them •without ~esor~ing to· fe>rce and- i:-epression. 

·. _,,, 

1i . ' , . \ •, l . ' •. , . , . 

Mellor, John ~-, "Report on Technological :Advance in Indian Agriculture .· 
as It Rf:!late§. to' tpe DistribuEion. of Incollle",, Cori;le~l Uni.;,ersity, . 

· :Ithaca, N. Y. / Dece;mber· _12, 1969,- (mimeographed)., · · 
.t. ·...... . ' . _, \. . 

4/ ·... _,Johris·tOn, Bl:uc~_ F .--, and CorVine·, John; .. •iThe·-s-eed-F.~r-tilizer .'itevolllt.ioil 
:i: '·•an~Labor Fe>rceAqsorptionlf;, American E~onomic Rev"l,ew, Vol. 59, ·' 

-~o. 4 - -~art r· (Sept¢mber, 1969), _pp. S69 582~.> · · · 

·,. 

. . ' . . 
. , .. ' ~,· ,·, 

,.· 
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· }The labor adjustment .problem will have two aspects.' One will be 

the need i:o adjust labor out of agriculture in\the aggregate. The 

other will be the _regional problems that will arise from the preation 

.,of disadvantaged Apalachias. Let's call these the sectoral problem. 

6. '. 

and the regional proble~, ·· respe~tively, and discuss. them in ·more detail. 

Our own.,u.s. experience provides ample insights. into the nature 9£ 

the sectoral problem~ . Our secular farm income problem has been in 

large pa'rt the results of a stream or technology being played into the 

agricultural sector, .and t.he. agricultural labor ,force having to bear 
I I', 

most of the burden (co~ts) of the adjustment. This-:was perhaps best 

" exemplified during the decade of the 1950'.s, when .relative incomes in 

I . 
1 /i 

agric_ulture lagged badly behind those in the nonfarm sector at a t iine 

when output was expanding'rapidly. 

J What should give us ca.use for concern is: that in the U.S. case the 

~ , agricultural l.abor force was already declining absolutely, the 

agricu;tural hbor force was already declining absolutely, the agri-

cultural labor force was a .. relativ~ly small fraction\of the total labe>r 

force, we had a relatively large nonfarm ·.sector in which to absorb the 

migrants, and· although d~ficient _in many res.pects, we at least had some·· 

'form of educational system in the rural areas.· Compare this.to most 

LDC' s, where t_he agricultural labor force is so~ percent or more of the 
. . 

total labor force, -the agricultural labor force, and total. population 

are increasing.absolutely, the nonfarm sector is snrall and though in 
\ 

·many cases expanding, i~ not absorbing very much labor, and where 

' ' 

~ducational opportunities- in rural· areas are sadly deffcient. or practically 

~ nonexistent. 
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reasons for the laboriforce having to bear most of the adjust
! 

ment associated with t.echn"Lcal I change are rather well known. The 
i 

income 'elasticity of demand fo! food pro'duct·s in the aggregate is 

low relative to that for other. products (even though it is higher 

absolutely in the LDC' s than ih the 'advanced. countries), the price 

elasticity of demand tends to be smaller than -1, which means that 

gross incori1e declines as output increases, and land tends to have few 

nonfa'rm .alternatives. Hence, the presumption is that the labor force 

has to be8r the ~onsequence of the adjustments. Unfortunately, and 

more seriously, the di_sadv~,ntaged within the agricultural sector are 

ones who generally bear the adjustment. 

The dynamics by which this process works itself out are rather 

The direct effect of a technical change in agriculture, such 

asthe seed-fertilizer revolu,tion, is to increase the demand for labor. 

The new techno,1ogy raises the physical productivity of the labor which, 

product market effects are ignored, will increase the demand. 

However, the problem is that the effects in the product market 

be ignored. The increase in output which results from the adoption 

new technology drives the product price down, other things being 

If the price elasticity of demand for the product is inelastic, 

price or market effect will outweigMthe physical product effect, 
. . . 

the demand· for labor will shift to the left. Empirical support for 

this proposition has been obtained by Wallace and Hoover in their 

econometric study of the U.S. labor market. ,2./ 

Wallace,_ T. D., and Hoover, D. M., "Income Effects of Innovation:, 
The Cas.e of Labor in Agriculture", Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. 
48, No. 2 (May, 1966), pp. 325-336. 
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/The skeptic, of course, wil 1 argue that in most poor count:-"ies 

capita incomes are so low that both the income elasticity of demand· 

· and the prlce elasticity will be relatively.·.high. Moreover, they "i>iill 

argue, th~ labor can be shifted from producing those products with low 

p:ice and income elasticities to those with re.latively higher elasticities 

as meats and fruits and vegetables. 

Two p~ints s~em in order. First, the benefits oft~ higher price· 

lncome elasticities cannot be realized unless the increase in 

agricultural output and the surplus which it implies are transmitted 

real income gains for.:,. the low income 'cla_sses. That is not an 

matter. Second, the shift into products with higher price and 

income elasticities already implies an adjustment, and for the most 

part thes.e shifts require the acquisition of new skills and the · · 

· a.ecurµulation of capital in other forms. The ,frequently recommended 

a good example of these needs. 

The regional consequences of the new technofogy are likely to. be 

sectoral consequences and in fact are an important· 

same problem. Regions in which the new varieties are 

. especially adapted will experience .a net gain. But the regions where 

theyare.not·adapted will suffer a comparative disadvantage. The lower 

for the products which results· from the new ted1 n:ology will 

serious income losses on those in the disadvantaged regions .. The 
. l 

ilppalachias will be legion, and there is a presumption that these will 

be in.regions that are already comparatively disadvantaged. 
. . . 

/ What makes both these problems e13pecially serious inmost low 
. . . . . 

income countries i.s that the}'.' already have serious labor absorption 
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Many of these problems arise from misguided economic policies 

which hav~ distorted f~ctor pricei so that they do not refl~ct true 

scarcities. The price of labor'.is-·.forced above its equilibrium 

minimum wages and other social legislation •. The price of 

is set below its equilibrium level on. the false premise that 

the most efficient way to stimulate industrialization. The 

of such policies is a capital intensive industrial sector 

wh-j.c.h ~ bsorbs very little labor, despite the presence of rather rapid 

A Concluding Comment 

Recognition of the income and employment prc,:,blems which will be 

creaJed by the Green Revolution should not be taken as a cause for 

despair, nor shoctld it cause us to back ~ff in the efforts to generate 

,~nd distribute the new technology. The new variefies are clearly a 

tremendous source of growth. 

However, a central issue which arises once this process of growth 

underway is how the rapidly growing economic pie will be distributed, .· 

Major adjustments in resource allocation will be required as a result 

.•of the new technology. It seems inevitable that a major fractioh of 

the .costs of that adjustment will be borne by members of the agri

cultural labor force. Analysis and policy measures should be directed 

to the solution of these problems early in the process in order that. 

social fabric not be rent by unrest and violence. 

The expectation of serious labor adjustment and labor.absorption 

problems may be attenuated in a number of ways. First, it is possible 

that biological technology can lead to an increase in labor productivity,· 
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•,'•particularly .if it -increases the labor inputs required per worker ..... 

occur, for e.Kample, if the biological technology was such as 

. to leao to multiple cropping. AppateE.tly. this has happen.ed in Tatwa~, · . 
··1 

•• with, th_e result that the• new .biological knowl~dge has led to an increase,, 

bbth land and labor productivity. 
I 

. Ho~ever, such developments would al'so seem to lead :to sizeable 

product ma.rket effects in th~ aggregate over· the longer term, with the 
, . ··- ,. 

re;~tt th~t .the demand for labor would uitirnately shift back to the 1-eft. 
• • "-·· • • J .,.. • 

. . ., 

that can be expecte4 from such changes, therefore, is t_he_ 
, , 

of a little more ::time to facil ita'te the necessary adjustnieµts •. 

........ ->A ~econd ameliorating influence will, b·e the shift into product~ · .•· 
. ·\--...· 

. with higher demand elast,icities. However, these adjustments will not -
-. I I 

and cannot be expected to play a major role _in either the• 
·. ·.. . . ·- . . ' ' ... · .-..... ··. 

long run,· especially if the techn-ica11 change becomes· generalized~ 

· .. ··••·A third factor which may 'alleviate 'the problem is tlie possibility 

e~pande<i trade~ This is a· route that ·one _cc,:>ti?try can follow if ;i.t 

concentt:at.es '.OU out-competing others. Clearly it is not a game which. 

Two aspects of the present trade situation _should dampen 
.· - . .·. . : 

,the :~nthusia~m for trade po~sibilities. In the first place, many 

< ~OllAf:ries are using the Green, Revoiution_ in an effort to become: self-< 

' :. sufficieat and to economize foreign exchange •. Secondly, it· does not 

see,m likely that. the ~dvanced countries are going to open. their door.1:f ' 

, to 'agricultural trade, since most· of them are already protecting. their 

L , 

~gricult:urai. sector at a rather sizeable cost. 

Since m6ne of these ameliorating 'influences appear to have .a great 

· ·, deal of potential, it· seems clear that the agricultural labor force ·is - .· .. · ·· 

·,, 
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going to experience major .adjustment and income problems in those 
' .~ - . 

countries where th},! green revolution takes place. Policy measures· 

should·· oherefore, be directed to facilitating this adjustment process 1 

and to seeing to it that the surplus created by the new varieties is 

channeled into employment-generating activit~es. On the one hand this 

will.require the maintenance of investment incentives so that private 

enterprise will be motivated to invest the surplus in activities with 

both\ forward and backward linkages. S.imilarly, it w_ill be important 

fraction of the surplus for investment in the. social 

such as ra:ads and education:, which will n:ot only provide 

effects, but also open up other 


